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PREFACE
This report gives an overview of all the activities that have been carried out within all departments of
IVFCam, and related achievements from January to December 2011. The report is presented in five
chapters; the first chapter gives the reader an insight of the organization; background, vision, mission,
goals, strategic objectives and major activities. In the second chapter, summary statistical information
on the administrative and program activities are given. Chapter three paints a picture of the
administrative and management activities. In the fourth chapter the projects implemented within the
year are enumerated; indicating the program areas, sponsors, and the activities and outputs. This is
highly summarized as details about projects are found in the completion reports of the respective
projects.
During this period, IVFCam was faced with a number of challenges within the administrative and
programs departments; which are enumerated in the fifth chapter, being the last chapter of this
report. Some major recommendations captured during this year are also spelled out, and featuring
some major projections for the year 2012.
The planned and realized activities, plus results obtained and achievements are presented in a tabular
form, including statistical information, to give readers a glowing view and an in-depth understanding
of the report.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
IVFCam is very grateful to the Government of Cameroon for acknowledging her works and accepting to
incorporate the organization as a not-for-profit and charity organization in the development process of
the country. Worth appreciating is also the absolute understanding and collaboration of the
Administration and Technical services in the works of the organization both at office and field levels.
The Women’s World Day of Prayers in Germany is once more honored and appreciated for being our
longest international funder since 2004, whose grants have enabled us realize the great achievements
we have had in reducing the marginalization practices against women and widows in Mbengwi
especially, with great impacts felt in the whole of Momo Division. We acknowledge her renewed
confidence in IVFCam and for disbursing the second installment grant for a continuation of the project
in the 10 target villages of Misaje and Nkambe of Donga Mantung division.
We most especially wish to salute the generosity and development-oriented attitude of the Australian
High Commissioner to Cameroon, H.E. Mr. Ian McConville for not only approving a grant, but also
taking his precious time off to celebrate with us in the official closing of this project in Widikum Sub
division on the 24th of February this year.
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Our gratitude also goes to MIVA Switzerland for visiting our organisation, after providing us with the
multi-purpose car which has facilitated our penetration into the enclave communities. CRS and DED
are also highly recognized for the enhanced motor bikes they each gave us which were very useful in
facilitating our movements in the enclave and difficult-to-reach communities.
The fruitful partnership that reigns between IVFCam and Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO) is worth
appreciating. The staff capacity and strength of IVFCam today is mighty thanks to VSO Cameroon,
following

her continues support in organising salient training workshops, and enabling the

participation of IVFCam staff, focal members and beneficiaries. Her support through international
volunteer placements in IVFCam, micro grants for advocacy, capacity building and short term project
activities is also worth mentioning
Our profound gratitude goes to the National Endowment for Democracy (NED), USA for projecting our
organisation in the international scene in the area of Democracy, Human Rights and Good Governance.
The fellowship awarded to the CEO of IVFCam has opened more doors for the organisation, and also
increased IVFCam’s capacity in this and related thematic issues.
Thanks to the National Employment Fund (NEF) of Cameroon for the wonderful collaboration in
building the capacity of three field staff placed under IVFCam and partly contributing to their monthly
stipend. We also appreciate the 50% salaries paid to each of these staff who were retained following
the end of their internship in IVFCam.
The volunteers and staff members, led by the Founder and Chief Executive Officer of IVFCam, are
specially recognized for their devotion and hard work.
We are exceptionally thankful to those who committed the organisation in prayers. This actually
contributed to making 2011 “The Year of Enhancement and Strengthening” as christened by the CEO
at the beginning of the year.
May God richly bless all those who contributed to the achievements of this year, especially the
individual good-hearted persons, within and out of Cameroon, who sponsored some of the
organization’s partially adopted orphans, or gave in material and/or financial support for our charity
work.
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CHAPTER ONE
ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION
1.1 BACKGROUND.
IVFCam is a non-governmental, not-for-profit, apolitical women-headed Organization which is active in
relief and development projects aimed at improving the livelihoods of the destitute, particularly
Women, Orphans & other Vulnerable children, and People Living With HIV/AIDS; in rural communities.
Founded in 2000, IVFCam started as a single and Christian faith Organization with the name Aid
International-Christian Women of Vision (“AI-ChrisWOV”). But due to the diversity of her target
population on the field which includes non-Christians, and owing to the growing needs of this
population, an Organizational Development Process was carried out and facilitated by VSO Cameroon,
involving beneficiaries and partners. One finding was for the name of the Organization to be changed
to embrace beneficiaries and members of other faiths. Due to this change, IVFCam came into being as
a transformation for inclusion and registered under its present name in 2008.
IVFCam has a membership of 25 physical persons (national and international) from all faiths. As at the
time of this report, IVFCam has 12 staff, 03 National Volunteers and 02 International Volunteers;
making a team of 17 devoted, qualified and passionate individuals who share the vision and mission of
the organization. The International Volunteers from India and Holland respectively, were placed on
IVFCam by Volunteer Services Oversea (VSO) with headquarters in the UK and country office in
Yaoundé, Cameroon, which has been an outstanding partner in capacity building and institutional
development.
IVFCam has its head office in Bamenda, North West Region of Cameroon; with a branch office in
Mbengwi Sub Division and a satellite office in Donga/Mantung Division, the two principal divisions of
intervention in the region.
1.2 VISION:
“To have a world of Equal Opportunities in development for all, irrespective of their Origins, Faiths and
Social Background”
1.3 MISSION:
“To Access Wealth and Health to the Needy and Vulnerable Persons as a Service to God, through
Feasible and Realistic Actions of Charity and Human Development.”
1.4 Purpose
Promoting Gender Equity and Participation: from the Grassroots to the Nation.
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1.5 GOAL:
“To contribute towards the improvement of wealth and health of needy and vulnerable people
especially those at the grassroots through sustainable interventions, for the alleviation of poverty and
misery, and the promotion of gender equity and education.”
1.6 Core Values:
- Team spirit
- Accountability
- Transparency

1.7 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
IVFCam has the following strategic objectives:


To increase the Huamn Rights and Freedoms of the disadvantaged.



Promote and defend the Rights and Freedoms of the disadvantaged at the grassroots, with
focus on the rights of women, children and youths.



Contribute to improving Health Service Delivery and Utilisation, especially in area of
Treatment, Care and Support.



Help reduce poverty.



Encourage Unity of Faiths in Actions of Charity & Development.

1.6 KEY PROGRAMS:
IVFCam carries out related projects on the following key programs:


Human Rights and Good Governance



Health & HIV/AIDS



Economic Empowerment (RuWEF)

IVFCam’s programs are beneficiary focused to give a holistic support to her beneficiaries. All
beneficiaries and their communities are targeted with interventions within the key programs; hence
the existence of the following three departments within the organization:


Department for Empowerment of Marginalized Women



Department or OVC and Youths



Department of PLWHA “Dynamic Friends”
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1.7 MAIN ACTIVITIES:
1.7.1 For HR & GG:

 Sensitizing and educating communities and opinion leaders (traditional rulers and councilors) on
Human Rights and development issues within their villages.
 Defending, fighting for human rights, and protecting women and widows in particular, and
orphans from violence, trafficking and disinheritance.
 Carrying out trainings for Traditional and Municipal Councilors on Gender Participation and
Human Rights
 Guiding traditional councilors in the formulation, documentation and enforcement of traditional
laws that protect and promote the rights of women and children.
1.7.2 For Health & HIV/AIDS:
 Carrying out massive sensitization and education on Health & HIV/AIDS.
 Providing home-based care and support to PLWH/A.
 Providing basic school, health and nutritional needs to OVC.
 Training OVC in vocations, and supporting them to set up their own income-generating
activities.
 Carrying out monitoring and evaluation.
1.7.3 For Socio-Economic Empowerment:
 Training and capacitating widows/single mothers and female foster-parents in socio-economic
issues.
 Providing micro– credit to grassroots widows and poor women.
1.7.4 Others:
Conducting interfaith dialogues on issues plaguing the communities.
1.8 STRUCTURE OF THE ORGANIZATION:

IVFCam is structured in organs and committees as follows.


The General Assembly, made up of all the members, staff, beneficiaries and Partners, is the
supreme organ, and The Executive Board is made up of elected members, and the founder of
the Organization.

 The Advisory Board is the third organ, and is made up of the focal members who contribute
voluntarily in cash and in kind; and who voluntarily participate in project implementation when
the need arises.
 The Management Committee makes up the fourth. Composed of senior staff and is responsible
for the daily running of the organization.
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IVFCam’s Beneficiaries and Grassroots Implementing Partners, constituted in Coalitions and
networks make up the last organ.

 The communities that harbour our target groups tail the structure.
Diagram of IVFCam’s Organization Structure

General Assembly

Executive Board
Advisory Board
(Focal Members)
Management Board

Staff

Grassroots Implementing
Partners (GIPs)

Beneficiaries / Communities
WOVCIGs / OVC / Youths / PLWHA
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CHAPTER TWO
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF REPORT AND STATISTICAL INFORAMTION

2.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The Year 2011 for IVFCam was dubbed by the CEO as “The Year of Enhancement and Strengthening.”
As usual, IVFCam increased her scope of intervention to meet up with the demands of her ever
increasing number of beneficiaries who are principally young widows with dependent children, OVC
(adolescents and youths) and PLWHA, and their communities. Following her beneficiary centered
approach, IVFCam targetted all her beneficiaries with the three main programs; as other sub programs
were mainstreamed.
Within the Women’s Empowerment Department, the socio-economic situation of 22 groups of
grassroots widows (WOVCIGs) in Donga Mantung and Momo Divisions was improved, following an
increase in their income levels; findings from M&E. Five out of the ten groups in Donga Mantung that
were given seed capital for their group IGAs have already realized an average of 68% profits.
In Mbengwi sub division, 30 widow-headed households received food baskets from IVFCam, following
a generous donation from a business woman in Bamenda.
The heads of 10 widows groups, 04 female CVs and 19 female opinion leaders in Donga Mantung
Dvision were trained as trainers on diverse thematic issues, including Community Mobilisation for the
fights against HIV/AIDS, gender perspective on property inheritance, Human Rights, and Will Writing.
Still within the HIV/AIDS and Human Rights programs, the Traditional Councils of 10 villages in this
same locality received the same trainings. In an attempt to stamp out widowhood torture perpetrated
by obnoxious traditional laws, lobbying and advocacy was continued with 10 targeted Traditional
Councils in Nkambe and Misaje sub divisions for the revision of these laws and the legislation and
documentation of laws that promote the rights of women. This year several trainings were held for
these opinion leaders, including Human Rights and Conventional Laws.
Within the OVC and Youth department, more than 3000 adolescents and youths were sensitized on
HIV/AIDS, with focus on prevention and positive living. IVFCam targeted them with Behaviour Change
Communication activities. The focal members also paid home visits to OVC in their foster homes and
provided them food baskets, took some traumatized ones for outreach as a form of psychosocial
support. Above all, a Christmas party was organised for OVC in Bamenda I, II and III sub divisions.
The Dynamic Friends Department didn’t realize much this year. Most of the activities planned were not
realized due to very limited funding. However, visits were made to foster homes of infected orphans
and food baskets plus toiletries donated to them. Two groups of PLWHV in Mbengwi were also trained
on Nutrition, Hygiene and Sanitation.
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To strengthen advocacy at the grassroots, massive education and sensitisation were carried out on
HIV/AIDS and gender in 42 communities in Batibo and Widikum sub divisions; with support from VSO.
Similarly, IVFCam carried out massive sensitization and education on HIV/AIDS among adolescents and
youths; all students of City College of Commerce (CCC) Mankon. The same was done over the Christian
Gospel Radio, and a conference was held with staff on the theme of the event.
IVFCam also joined other CSOs to commemorate the International Human Rights Day. This was also a
forum for massive sensitisation. The organisation also participated in activities marking this year’s
edition of the International Labour Day.
The orgnisation had two international distinctions; the Award for Women’s Creativity in Rural Life from
the Women’s World Summit Foundation, Switzerland, and the Reagan Fascell Fellowship for the CEO
to study on the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) USA.
Within this year, collaboration was maintained with all institutional partners while some old technical
and funding partners like WWDP and VSO renewed their confidence in the organisation by
continuously providing grants and technical support. New funding and technical partnerships were
entered into with NED, Women’s Democracy Network (WDN), Positive Action for Children’s Fund
(PACF), and the Global Fund for HIV, TB and Malaria through Cameroon’s Ministry of Health and Plan
Cameroon. New institutional partnerships include INADES Formation, IRESCO, and MC-CCAM.
The planned and realized activities for this year can be rated at 94.75%, with an improvement of about
3.12% compared to the previous year.

2.2 STATISTICAL INFORMATION

2.2.1 ADMINISTRATION:
Visitors received: Twenty-eight (28).
2.2.2 PROGRAMS DEPARTMENTS
Since the restructuring of the organisation In January 2010 into three core departments thus;
Women’s Empowerment, OVC & Youth, and Dynamic Friends (for PLWHA), beneficiaries have
continued to receive a holistic support from IVFCam within her three key program areas. Program
Managers (Heads of Departments) worked hard to target beneficiaries that fall under their respective
departments for support within the key program areas as follows:
-

Human Rights and Governance

-

Health and HIV/AIDS

-

Economic Empowerment
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2.2.2.1 Women Empowerment (WE)

S/N

Program Area

Beneficiary Communities

Number of Persons
Supported/reached

1

Human

Rights

and Mezam, Widikum, Batibo, Misaje and 1,063

Governance
2

3

Nkambe Sub divisions

Secure Livelihood & Socio- Bamenda II & III, Mbengwi, Misaje and 712
Economic empowerment

Nkambe sub divisions

Health & HIV/AIDS

Bamenda II, Mbengwi, Batibo, Widikum, 2,846
Nkambe and Misaje Sub divisions

2.2.2.2 Orphans and other Vulnerable Children & Youth (OVC/Y)

S/N

Program Area

Beneficiary Communities

Number

of

Persons
Supported
1

Human

Rights

and Bamenda II Sub divisions of the NWR of 532 youths and

Governance
2

Cameroon

Secure Livelihood & SocioEconomic empowerment
Events

Management

Widikum, Bamenda II and III, Batibo, Nkambe 1,023
and Misaje and Mbengwi sub divisions

Health & HIV/AIDS

OVC,

youths

and

adolescents

Insertion

3

adolescents

Bamenda II, Widikum, Batibo, and Mbengwi 2,974
Sub divisions

youths

and
adolescents

2.2.2.3 Dynamic Friends (DF)

S/N

Program Area

Beneficiary Communities

Number

of

Persons
Supported
1

Health & HIV/AIDS

Bamenda II & III, Mbengwi, Batibo, Widikum, 2,543
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2

Secure Livelihood & Socio- Nkambe, and Misaje sub divisions of the
Economic empowerment

3

Human Rights and Gov.

4

Events

Management

239

NWR.

and Bamenda II & III, and Mbengwi sub division

1,574

Insertion
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CHAPTER THREE
ADMINISTRATIVE AND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
3.1 ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES

3.1.1 General Operations
S Planned Activity

Realized

Activities

/

Realization

&

Level

of Achived Results / Outputs

Period

N
Objective One. Ensure Organizational Strengthening and Smooth Functioning
1 Revamp

and The branch office in Mbengwi was * IVFCam office in Mbengwi opens its Aug.

enhance
branch

the completely revamped as outdated doors on daily basis
office

in equipments were replaced.

Mbengwi

* A coordinator was recruited and

Two staffs; a coordinator and office now runs the office; assisted by an
assistant were also recruited and office assistant
placed in this office.

2 Build staff capacity Through a weekly coordination of the Staff capacity in Leadership, staff
on

coordination

Jan

–

activities of the organization; which management and coordination was Dec.

following an on- was rotated among staff, all staff greatly enhanced
the-job training

enhanced capacity in coordination

Objective Two. Increase the number of Qualified Staff and Ensure Skills Development and Welfare
3 Recruit new staff to Recruitment needs were identified *

Two

project

work at IVFCam’s for four positions, job descriptions Finance

Officer,

head and branch developed and recruitment tests Technician
offices

01
01

01 July

Agricultural
driver

were

conducted for shortlisted candidates recruited to serve at in IVFCam’s
who

fulfilled

recruitment Programs, Finance and Administrative

requirements
4 Increase

and

coordinators,

departments respectively

salaries Reviewed the credentials of key staff The credentials of 03 staff were Jan

and improve staff and increased their salaries

reviewed, salaries increased. The 03 Oct.

motivation

staff were also registered with the

and

welfare

4 Receive,

NSIF

Three apartments were reserved, 03 international volunteers from VSO

28th

accommodate and tenancy agreements signed with (01 IT Volunteer, 01 Organisational Feb
assign office space landlords, rents paid and the houses Development
to VSO volunteers

–

furnished

Advisor,

and

–

01 2nd

Resource Mobiliser) were received by March
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IVFCam, lodged and provided office
space at the Head Office in Bamenda.
5 Offer

unpaid Received and accommodated interns 03 female students from the Social August

internship

from the University of Buea and the Science Department and 02 students – Dec.

opportunities

to Pan

students

African

Institute

for for training on Project Planning,

Development (PAID-WA)

Monitoring and Evaluation from the
PAID-WA carried out internships in
IVFCam

Objective 4. Enhance Information and Communication Tools for Improved Information Management
6

Install
effective

an *Contacted Orange, MTN and With support from VSO, an orange Oct.
and Camtel

and

obtained

billing live box was obtained and installed;

efficient internet options
line

01

computer

desktop

and

all

*Did a comparative assessment of wireless lap tops were connected to
the various suppliers’ modalities

the internet

*installed orange live box in office
7

Train staff, focal The VSO IT Volunteer carried out 07 staffs were trained on Microsoft May
members

and training

beneficiaries

needs

assessment, word, Introduction to Excel and July

on identified the ICT needs of staff, some computer basics. In the same

ICT

members and beneficiaries and light, 06 focal members were trained
carried out trainings

8

9

Organise

-

on computer basics and awareness

and *Identified relevant international

participate

in days

activities

to *

Carried

Organized and participated in the
1st Dec.

following International Days:
out

planning

commemorate

identified

relevant

activities

International

*Mobilized

Days

participation in the events.

10th

and *World AIDS Day

commemorative *International Human Rights Day

Dec.
1st May

*International Labour Day
stakeholders

for

Organized

and *Mobilized, informed and invited Officially launched the following

carried

out the administration, municipalities, projects:
authorities, *2nd phase of the Grassroots Widows

official launch of traditional
funded projects

beneficiaries
stakeholders

and

other Support Program in Nkambe and
Misaje

April

*The NEF Palm Oil Retail Project for
beneficiaries; for effective start in
2012.
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3.1.2 Networking and Partnership
While IVFCam maintained ample collaboration with all her existing partners, the organisation sought
and entered into new partnership with local and international organisations.
At local level, partnership with Cameroon’s Ministry of Health was enhanced and new partnership
created with other CSOs like Plan, ACMS, MC-CCM and INADES Formation, following the selection of
IVFCam as the Mbengwi Health District CSO in the implementation of the Round 9 Global Fund
sponsored Program on Malaria Control in the country.
Networking was maintained at local level by renewing her membership with the North West
Association of Development Organizations (NWADO), and scaling up the level of participation in the
activities of the Network.

Nationally, IVFCam got into partnership with the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) USA,
Women’s Democracy Network (WDN) USA, Positive Action for Children’s Fund (PACF) UK, as well as
reinforced her partnership with Women’s World Day of Prayer (WWDP) Germany, MIVA Switzerland;
all at the international scene.
The table below gives a summary of funding partners of IVFCam who either renewed funding or
funded the organization for the first time:

S/ Name of Funder / Type
N

Partner

of Program Area

Title of Project Funded

Period of

Funder /

Funding

Partner
1.

CEO’s Friends in the Financial

Health

USA

HIV/AIDS

(Generous

& Food baskets for children infected Julyand affected by HIV/AIDS

August

Donations)
2

Women’s World Day Financial

Human

Rights “Liberating Grassroots Widows of Jan - Dec

of Prayer (WWDP),

and

Secure Misaje

Germany

Livelihood

and

Divisions…

Nkambe
from

Marginalization,

Sub

Traditional

Acute

Poverty

and Misery…”
(Phase II)
3

Voluntary
Oversea
Cameroon

Services Technical
(VSO) and

Health
HIV/AIDS

&

Advocacy

on

Gender

and Feb.

HIV/AIDS

Financial
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4

Catholic

Relief Financial

Health

& -“General Evaluation of the SCCM October

Services

(CRS)

HIV/AIDS

and SILC Projects”

Secure

- “Cultivation and Marketing of April

Livelihoods

Irish

Cameroon
5

United

Nations Financial

Development
Program (UNDP)

Potatoes

for

–

WOVCIG Dec

Merforbe: Phase II”
- “Cultivation of Cassava and
Processing of Garri and other June - Dec
Cassava Products for WOVCIG
Funam Bome”
N.B: All are IVFCam’s beneficiary
widows groups.

3.1.3 Visitors Received
This year, the organization was blessed with visitors who came from within and out of the country for
different purposes. However, National and International visitors to IVFCam in this year reduced by one
third, compared to the number that visited in 2010. Among the prominent visitors to IVFCam in 2011
was the Australian High Commissioner to Cameroon resident in Abuja – Nigeria who came to close the
AUSAID Project and the Program Managers of MIVA – Switzerland who came to evaluate the MIVA
funded Project.
The table below gives detail information on the main visitors and their reasons for visiting the
organization
Table: National and International Visitors to IVFCam in 2010

S/N
01

NAME OF VISITOR
Ma. Elizabeth

POSITION/ADDRESS
President

Dynamic

PURPOSE OF VISIT
Sister Seek information

(beneficiary
05

Aduh Gerald

Community Volunteer

Repot on project implementation

07

Monie Clarence

Journalists

Gather info for publication

08

Yuh Regan Kafain

09

Ian Macconville

Same
Australian High Commissioner

Officially

close

up

project

implementation
14

Takoufeu Jean Claude

Partner (MINAS)

Gather updates
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17

Judit Argay

MIVA -Switzerland

Monitoring and Evaluation of Hilux
Vehicle

18

Peter Ganther

Program

Manager

MIVA

- Same

Switzerland
19

Pingpoh Nkweti

GFW.

Investigate on IVFcam’s work for

Ndop-ngoketunja Division

recommendation to GFW USA
funding

24

Erneline Nde

Admirer: Tanzania

Seek possible funding partnership

27

Fogui Forguoto

Representative, Positice Action for Evaluation of IVFCam for Technical
Children’s Fund; UK / Alliance Bokina Assistance
Faso

28

Bassonon Dieudonne

on

PMTCT

&

Governance.

PACF/Alliance

3.2 MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES (Programs Administration / management)

The outstanding project this year was the Human Rights Projects for widows; the second phase of the
Grassroots Widows Support Program in Donga Mantung division, funded by Women’s World Day of
Prayer, Germany; though some projects grants were approved this year for start of implementation in
2012. The activities enumerated in this section tie mostly to the adminstrative component of projects
which mostly centered on networking and programming. The following are worth mentioning:

3.2.1

Project Official Launches and Public Visibility of IVFCam:
As usual, IVFCam organised and carried out two official launching ceremonies for the second
phase of the Grassroots Widows Support Programs in Nkambe and Misaje sub divisional
headquarters. These ceremonies that brought together traditional rulers and their councilors,
municipal and government authorities, widows, and other stakeholders from the target
localities also served as forums to sensitize participants on human rights, while focusing on the
rights of widows. IVFCam and her funders were also officially introduced to the target
communities.
A ceremony for Public Presentation of Awards was organised and held in February, and two
awards: for Women’s Creativity in Rural Life from the Women’s World Summit Foundation
(WWSF) Switzerland, and the Reaggan Fascel Fellowship awarded to the CEO at the National
Endowment for Democracy (NED) USA, presented to stakeholders in the North West Region of
Cameroon.
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3.2.2

Monitoring and Evaluation
M&E was on-going and done at the level of the office and on the field. A total of 34 internal
and external planning meetings (with key stakeholders) were held for all internally and
externally sponsored projects. In addition to these meetings which culminated in action
planning and identification and distribution of roles, 44 field visits were carried out to access
field activities, identify and address difficulties in the implementation of the activities.

Similarly, 44 weekly staff meetings were held to jointly discuss achievements and track
progress through participatory weekly planning and reporting.

To measure the impact of projects and major activities, 12 internal and external evaluation
meetings were held.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PROJECTS IMPLEMENTATION.

4.1 INTERNALLY SPONSORED PROJECTS:

4.1.1 Department for OVC & Youth
Program
Area

Sponsor

Locality

and

Target

Purpose / Objectives

Realized Activities and Results Obtained

Type

period
Economic

Focal

Empowerm

Members II & III sub attending in education through prioritized their needs

ent

and

Secure

Bamenda

OVC

To ensure continuity *Identified very needy OVC, assessed and

divisions - school

the

provision

Cameroon

educational materials text books, school bags, pens, pencils

Livelihood

and

(Social

school fees.

of * Purchased and distributed exercise and

payment

of rulers, and paid their school fees


domain)

Economic

Dawila

Bamenda

empowerm

Project

II & III sub attending income of OVC during business

ent

(Micro

grant

OVC

To

scale

up

20 desperate OVC benefitted.

the *Identified and helped them to prepare
plans

for

their

desired

divisions - school

summer holidays to respective IGAs, mentored them in IGA

Cameroon

enable them acquire and Business Management (BM), gave

domain)

their school needs for them seed grants for their IGAs
the

next

academic *Carried out M&E of IGAs.

year

HIV/AIDS

Focal

Bamenda

PLWHA,

(Psycho-

Members II & III sub OVC,

25 OVC

*To help beneficiaries *Carried out Home Visits to 25 PLWHA &
come out of trauma

OVC homes

Social

divisions - Foster

*To socially integrate *Took infected and affected OVC for

Support)

Cameroon

Parents,

self

Widows.

beneficiaries

stigmatized outreach
*Organized Christmas party for OVC and
their foster parents and offered them
food baskets.


39 OVC beneffitted.
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4.2 EXTERNALLY FUNDED PROJECTS:

4.2.1 Department for OVC & Youth
This department did not secure external funding for projects this year. However, some three
individuals in the USA donated unrestricted funding totaling 300 USD for OVC support. Support to this
target group was mostly supplemented by internal from the Dawila Support and the Focal Members’
Fund for OVC.
Program

Area Sponsor

Locality

Target

Purpose

Type

Objectives

Orphans

To improve on the Needy orphans attended school

s in the

attending

education of very

USA

school

desperate orphans following support

and period
Health

& Individual

HIV/AIDS

Bamenda

/ Realized Activities

were identified and given the

Economic

by providing them -school fees

Empowerment

basic

and Sustainable

needs

Livelihood

academic year.

educational - School bags
for

the -Writing materials comprising of
books,

pens,

pencils

and

sharpeners.
October

* Thirty (30) benefitted

4.2.2 Department for Women Empowerment

Program
Area

Sponsor(s)

Locality

Target Type

and

Purpose
Objectives

/ Realized Activities and Results
Otained

period
*Human
Rights

*WWDP,

Nkambe

*Widows

*To

and

*Community

protection

(second

Misaje

Volunteers

widows

phase)

sub

*Community

through revision of Rights, Gender, HIV/AIDS and Will

divisions

members

obnoxious

& Germany

Governance

of
NWR

the *Traditional
Rulers

ensure

customary

the *Trained 35 CVs and Heads of
of Support Groups in Nkambe and
rights Misaje sub division on Human

Writing
laws *CVs trained and sensitized 750

and and documentation community members

Councilors

in target

of human rights communities on widows’ rights, will
friendly laws.

writing and HIV/AIDS
* Held 02 conferences on “Gender
Perspective
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Widowhood
Traditional

Rights”
Rulers,

with

Councilors,

Widows, and other community
members in Nkambe and Misaje.
*Trained 05 Traditional Councils in
Misaje Sub Division on Human
Rights and Law Drafting; and guided
them in revising and documenting
their traditional laws.
Economic

WWDP

Misaje

Widows

To give groups full The process of registering groups as

Empowerme

Germany

and

Groups

legal

Nkambe

(WOVCIGs)

registering them as WOVCIGs in Nkambe and Misaje.

nt

and

status

by CIGs was commenced with 10

Secure

Sub

Common Initiative The files of these groups were built

livelihood

Divisions

Groups (C.I.G)

of
Nov-Dec

and ready for submission to the

the

competent North West Regional

NWR

Delegation of Agriculture and Rural
Development

Economic

Well

Mbengwi

Widow-

To improve on the * Provided food

Empowerme

Wisher

Sub

Headed

nutrition

nt

and (Ngemetia

Secure

Elizabeth)

and toiletries

division of Households

hygiene

NWR

widow-headed

Livelihood...

of

to

poor households

30
in

baskets and
widow-headed

08

villages

of

Mbengwi sub division.

households

December

Economic

UNDP

Funam

Widows’

To ensure smooth

* Carried out periodic assessment

Empower-

Bome of Group

implementation of of the project

ment

Mbengwi

Cassava Processing *Provided

and

Secure

Sub

livelihood

Division

(WOVCIG)

Project

building

continues
to

group

capacity
on

the

management of the IGA
*Compile periodic reports and
submitted to UNDP Regional Office
in Bafoussam.

Meforbe
of
Sub

Widows’

Santa Group
(WOVCIG)

To

ensure

smooth

the * Carried out periodic visits to the
group farm and assessment of

implementation of farming activities
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Division

the

project

on *Identified and addressed gaps

“cultivation

and through continues capacity building

marketing

Irish *Guided groups in the marketing of

Potatoes”

produce
* Developed and submitted reports
to UNDP

Human

VSO

Meta

Rights

and Cameroon

Governance.

of *Traditional

To

assess
of

the * A seminar was organised in

Mbengwi

rulers

impact

the Mbengwi and bringing together all

Sub

*Traditional

‘Meta

division

Councillors

Charter

on SWOT

*Municipal

Widowhood’

in Traditional Charter on Widowhood

councillors

curbing

*Widows,

incidence

women,

widowhood torture * This forum was also used to

men, youths.

in the clan

Traditional stakeholders;

and

analysis,

through the
the

Meta

the was evaluated and the impact on
of human rights ascertained.

Dec

sensitize participants on human
rights, with focus on the rights of
widows, as well as advocacy for the
re-enforcement of the use of the
charter by Traditional Councils

4.2.3 Department for Dynamic Friends (PLWHA)

Program
Area

Sponsor

Locality

Target

Purpose

Type

Objectives

Bamenda

Support

Improve

and

Groups of members’

Mbengwi

PLWHA

and

/ Realized Activities and Results Obtained

period
*Health

& VSO

HIV/AIDS

*Organized and carried out educative talks with
support group members on positive prevention,

knowledge

on treatment adherence, Nutrition and Sanitation

*Secure

Sub

HIV/AIDS

Livelihoods.

divisions

Opportunistic

of

infections

January

and * Provided nutritional assistance to 20 infected
women and children

Cameroon

*Health

&

HIV/AIDS

VSO

Batibo

All

“Gender

and

commu-

HIV/AIDS;

and Organised

and

carried

out

Focus

Group

Discussions with 720 men, women and youths in
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Widikum,

nity

Gender

*Secure

sub

members

Inequality

Livelihood.

divisions

HIV/AIDS Effects on the HIV/AIDS Status of Women”

of Momo

on Women

December

48 communities of Batibo and Widikum sub
and division on “Gender Discrimination and its Effects

Division,
NWR

Health

& IVFCam

Bamenda

HIV/AIDS

The

To

Speak

out * Distributed the red ribbon to 426 Students

General

against HIV/AIDS (adolescents and youths) of the City College of

Public

for

impact Commerce in Bamenda

mitigation

and *Carried out massive sensitization on the theme

massive

“Down to Zero” for 543 students and teachers of

sinsitization

on the same college

the theme of the *Conducted an interactive radio talk over the
World AIDS Day

Christian Gospel Radio (CGR) Bamenda on
HIV/AIDS, Care and Support; with focus on the
theme of the international event.

Human

IVFCam

Bamenda

Rights

The

To

Discourage * Organised and carried out an anti-stigma

general

Discrimination

campaign

Public

and

distribution of posters and flyers

through

printing

and

massive

Stigmatization of * Carried out a 60 minutes radio talk over
PLWHA
Health

& VSO

HIV/AIDS

Human
Rights

Mbengwi,

CVs,

WWDP,

Nkambe,

Heads of community

German

Misaje,

Groups,

actors

y

Bamenda

Traditiona

effective

l
and

Governance

To

Community Radio on the rights of PLWHV

empower * Organised and run 06 trainings on HIV/AIDS,

and engagement

including Community Mobilisation, Care and
for Support, Nutrition and Hygiene, and the
Production of immune boosters using local and
in accessible ingredients.

Muncipal

the fight against * Educated Traditional Councilors on the impact

councils

HIV/AIDS

of obnoxious traditional laws on the HIV/AIDS
status of women in general and widows in
particular
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CHAPTER FIVE
CHALLENGES, RECOMMENDATIONS, MAJOR PROJECTIONS FOR 2011

5.1 CHALLENGES
Acknowledging that the specific challenges faced during the implementation of projects are found in
the end of project reports, the following are some major general challenges faced by IVFCam in 2011:

5.1.1 Increasing Number of Identified Beneficiaries vis a vis limited Financial Resources to Provide
Services to them:
Unlike last year, this was the major challenge; especially as the income instead dropped compared to
2010; because the CEO who is the main resource mobiliser for IVFCam, was on study leave. More
beneficiaries and needy communities were showed following the successes of the past community
interventions; but the means was inadequate.

5.1.2 Carrying out Human Rights and HIV&AIDS sensitization Campaigns in the enclave areas whose
leaders are not opened to, and willing to accept change (Persistent Conservatism to Change):
This was a big problem especially within our Grassroots Widows Support Program whose main
objective is to reduce the incidence of widowhood torture perpetuated by obnoxious traditional laws
and practices. Following our strategy of lobbying and advocating for change with traditional rulers and
their councilors, IVFCam faced a lot of rejection by some rulers who saw her activities as meant to
destabilise traditional laws and practices that were put in place by their ancestors; and to reduce their
power.

5.1.3 Managing and Maintaining ICT Equipment:
Following the departure of the IT VSO Volunteer and the Coordinator for further studies, IVFCam faced
a lot of difficulties maintaining computers, printers and the photocopier, which were constantly
broking down. Viral attacks finally led to a permanent breakdown of the central computer; leading to
loss of salient files.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
5.2.1 Identify and Affiliate to Renowned International Organizations:
Like in 2010, it is still strongly recommended that IVFCam, being an organisation with a very high
operational cost, should identify and affiliate to renowned international organizations with the same
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objectives. This will probably promote international cooperation, with constant financial and material
assistance for operational and other direct costs.

5.2.2 Constant Maintainance of IT equipment and Backup of files:
To ensure continuity, a strong anti-virus be acquired and installed on all computers; while performing
regular checks and updates. In addition, all files be backed up to avoid loses in case of computer
damage. To ease the process, an IT service provider be contracted to do this or a part time IT Staff
recruited.

5.3 MAJOR PROJECTIONS FOR 2011:
o

Hold conferences at national level to commemorate salient international days for advocacy, in
partnership with the National Endowment for Democracy (NED), USA

o

Launch and run Women’s Leadership Schools in Cameroon in partnership with the Women’s
Democracy Network (WDN), USA.

o

Implement the Third Phase of the Grassroots Widows’ Support Program in partnership with
the Women’s World Day of Prayer (WWDP, Germany).

o

Implement the Global Fund sponsored project “Scaling Up Malaria Control for Impact in
Cameroon” (SUFI) as Mbengwi Health District CSO.

o

Improve SRH and reduce the incidence of HIV/AIDS among young widows/sinle-mothers and
communities in three divisions of the North West Region of Cameroon under the Positive
Action for Children’s Fund (PACF) support

o

Empower beneficiaries economically by providing micro-credits for IGAs (NEF Project)

o

Identify and register with networks that fall within IVFCam’s thematic areas of focus

o

Update registration with NWADO and participate in activities of the network

o

Develop and implement a communication/advocacy and publicity (media) plan (carried
forward)

o

Increase mainstreaming of Gender and Human Rights in programs / projects activities

o

Continue to carry out performance check and protection for all IT equipment.

o

Source permanent IGAs for IVFCam’s Sustainability.
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CONCLUSION
Though IVFCam faced a number of challenges this year ranging from financial difficulties to
programming, a lot was realized in terms of output. The number of beneficiaries supported this year
increased by 08%, indicating that the inputs were enormous. The achievements this year over planned
and realized activities is rated at 94.75%. For that fact that four grants were approved this year for
implementation of projects in 2012, it is evident that much will be carried out to cover some of the
activities planned but not realized this year.

_____________________
Report Written by:
Ndzinwa Julius Bantar
Programs Supervisor

______________________
Edited and Approved by:
Anne Stella Fomumbod,
Founder Chief Executive Officer.
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